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Resolution / PPI
Pixels and how they’re distributed



What are Pixels?

• Pixels are tiny squares that contain values for three 
channels: Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B)



Pixels
R 185
G 187
B 182



What is Resolution?

• Ultimately, resolution both describes a 
setting and the capability of a file or 
camera.



Terms for Resolution 
Measurements

• PPI = Pixels Per Inch
• When you view an image on a 

monitor it is measured by how 
many pixels are displayed per 
inch

• DPI = Dots Per Inch

• Printer resolutions are 
measured in how many dots are 
printed per inch

• SPI = Samples Per 
Inch

• Scanners are measured by 
how many samples are 
captured per inch

• Megapixels
• Camera imaging sensors 

are measured  in 
Megapixels, or how many 
millions of pixels they 
can capture



The Resolution Setting

• In Photoshop, the resolution setting controls 
how the pixels of a file are distributed per 
inch

• A file at 300 ppi fits 300 pixels into each inch

• A file at 72 ppi fits 72 pixels into each inch

• A file at 1200 ppi fits 1200 pixels into each inch

• The Resolution can be adjusted under Image 
> Image Size



Resolution as Potential

• Despite what your resolution is set to, your true 
image quality is directly related to your pixel 
dimensions.  

• The more pixels you have, the higher quality the 
image

• A high resolution image would be able to print a 
sharp image at 300ppi or above at a large print 
size



Possible 
Print Sizes

Based on the resolution 
of your camera in 

megapixels



What are the Pixel Dimensions?
• To determine your Pixel Dimensions, multiply your width and 

height by your resolution. 

• For example: if you have a 5”x5” document at 300 pixels/inch, your 
pixel dimensions are 1500 pixels x 1500 pixels.

In Photoshop, open 
Image > Image Size:  
Pixel Dimensions are 
located in the top 
section.



Resolution / PPI

300 ppi
5” x 5”

1500px x 1500px

72 ppi
5” x 5”

360px x 360px



300 ppi
1” x 1”
300px x 300px

5” x 5” at 300 ppi
Viewed at 200%



72 ppi
1” x 1”

72px x 72px

5” x 5” at 72 ppi
Viewed at 200%



Resolution Settings, Pixel 
Dimensions & Printing

• For an example, say this photo is 1200px x 1500px.  
At 300 ppi, printing this makes a sharp 4”x 5” image.

1200px x 1500px
300 ppi



Resolution Settings, Pixel 
Dimensions & Printing

• If the image were 300px x 375px, printing this at 
300 ppi resolution would only make a detailed 
1”x 1.5” image.

300px x 375px 
at 300 ppi

1200px x 1500px
300 ppi



Resolution Settings, Pixel 
Dimensions & Printing

• Printing to a larger size would make for less pixels 
per square inch, resulting in a larger though less 
detailed image.

300px x 375px 
at 300 ppi

300px x 375px 
at 75 ppi

1200px x 1500px
300 ppi



Digital Color
Color Modes & Color Management



Color Models

• Color models attempt to describe the 
colors within the visible spectrum. 

• Each color model represents a different 
method for describing and classifying color. 

• All color models use numeric values to 
represent the visible spectrum of color.



Color Modes

• Photoshop uses color modes (similar to a 
color model) that let you work with an 
image in a specific color space. 

• Photoshop keeps track of an image's color 
space and will indicate it in the title bar 



Methods to Produce Color

• Why bother with having different color 
modes?

• Different devices use different methods to 
produce color

• Additive method—the mixing of light 
to produce color

• Subtractive method—the mixing of 
pigment to produce color  



The RGB Color Mode

• RGB = Red, Green, Blue

• For viewing colors with 
light

• On screen

• Projected

• Additive Color Mode

• Added together equals 
white



The CMYK Color Mode

• CMYK = Cyan, Magenta, 
Yellow, Black

• For viewing colors with 
pigments

• Magazine

• Brochure

• Subtractive Color Mode

• Added together equals 
black



Color Modes within the Visible 
Spectrum

• This diagram illustrates 
all visible colors, and the 
color models within 
them 

• A represents the 
visible spectrum

• B represents RGB

• C represents CMYK



Color Modes

• In Photoshop RGB and 
CMYK represent two 
different Color Modes 

• Neither color mode 
comprises of all the 
visible spectrum

• CMYK has a smaller 
color space than RGB

• The range of color 
encompassed by a color 
space is called a gamut



Colors in displayed in RGB mode The same colors in CMYK mode

Differences in color rendering

RGB CMYK



Out-of-gamut color



Why Colors Change



• All devices operate within their own color 
spaces: the range of color they're capable of 
reproducing. 

• No device can reproduce the full range of 
colors viewable to the human eye 

• No two devices have the same color space

Device Color Spaces



Each device has a different color space.



• It is impossible for all the colors viewed on a 
monitor to be identically matched in a print 
from a desktop printer

•A printer operates in a CMYK 

•A monitor operates in an RGB color space

• The gamuts are different

Reproducing Colors



The same RGB values interpreted differently 
by each device's color space



• It is impossible to perfectly match all colors 
on different devices

• Using color management may ensure that 
most colors are the same or similar enough 
to appear consistent

Use Color Management



Color Profiles
• Color Profiles are essentially color spaces within 

a color mode

• Adobe RGB is a color profile within the RGB 
color mode & has its own color space / gamut

• US Web Coated SWOP v2 is a profile within 
the CMYK color mode & has its own color 
space / gamut

• Color Profiles are used to describe the specific 
color space / gamut of a file or device

• Ex. Calibrated Monitor, Printer Profile



Color Profiles

• To successfully utilize color management 
you must have color profiles for each step 
in the chain 

• Acquiring - camera or scanner profile

• Viewing - monitor profile

• Editing - image profile

• Printing - printer profile



Color Profiles
From start to finish



Raw Digital Capture
• A raw file format is a general term for a 

variety of proprietary formats including:

• Canon’s .CRW and .CR2

• Minolta’s .MRW

• Olympus’ .ORF

• Nikon’s various .NEF

• Adobe’s .DNG

• All forms have similar features



Raw Digital Capture

• A Raw file is a record of the unprocessed 
data captured by the sensor 

• Nearly all cameras that record Raw are 
captured with a Color Filter Array (CFA) 
sensor



Color Filter Array 
Sensor

• Rows & columns of photo-
sensitive detectors

• CCD or CMOS 
Technology

• Each photosensor produces a 
charge equal to the amount of 
light that hits it

• Each photosensor contributes 
to a single pixel in the image

• This is in grayscale

An Area Array



Color Filter Array 
Sensor
• A color filter array creates 

color images from the 
grayscale capture

• Each element in the array is 
covered by a color filter so 
that it is only sensitive to 
Red, Green & Blue light

• Twice as many Green is used 
since our eyes are more 
sensitive to it

Bayer Pattern



BlueGreenRed

Spectral-sensitive sensors 
also capture grayscale images that form a color image



Spectral-sensitive sensors 
also capture grayscale images that form a color image



Raw Files Contain Two Types  
of Information

• The image pixels themselves

• The image metadata

• EXIF data

• Other data for Raw converters

• A ‘Decoder Ring’ to translate



Raw Conversion



Digital Capture

• When you are not shooting a Raw format, 
the data is converted according to the 
presets set in-camera, then compressed in 
your chosen format

• One large advantage of Raw format is the 
ability to custom interpret settings at a 
later time



Camera Raw Interface



Summary
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